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Twitter founded in

2006
In only ten years, Twitter has become arguably the most talked-  
about platform of political discourse.  

Having an active Twitter account is considered nearly mandatory  
for politicians, celebrities and other public figures.  
 
Public figures are expected to comment on news events and  
current affairs in near real time.  

Not commenting is increasingly seen as marked behaviour.



This talk draws on on-going work at Linnaeus University  
where we are currently compiling and analysing Twitter data  

for a variety of research projects as part of a new Big Data  
research initiative (DISA: Data Intensive Sciences and  

Applications)

- Perspectives on Social media and 21st century politics  
- Twitter and political tweeting  
- Closer look: Donald Trump



➤ Twitter has a semi open policy toward data mining 

➤ Unlike many other social media platforms 

➤ Corpus of American Political Tweets (CAPT) 

➤ Full tweet streams of all US senators, congressmen and 
congresswomen who have Twitter accounts 

➤ All tweets by a selection of other individuals associated 
with the political process and the current or previous 
administrations 

➤ Work in progress



➤ Twitter metadata 

➤ ID, date and time posted, text, location, device, retweet, 
favourites 

➤ Can be mined and cross-referenced against language data 
to provide vital contextual evidence 

➤ For example: 

➤ Trump’s tweets come primarily from three devices: an 
Android phone, an iPhone and a computer 

➤ There are actually 19 different devices 

➤ The ‘spirited’ tweets come from Trump’s Android 
phone and mostly in the early hours of the morning



➤ Empirical analysis of Twitter 

➤ Based on full tweet streams 

➤ Changes in individual twitter use 

➤ Overall trends in political tweeting 

➤ Strategic use of twitter as a tool of opinion-making



Active  Twitter users



Sunday Times, 15 January, 2017





The language of social media is a topic of intense interest in 
linguistics; partly because of its relevance to modern life, partly 
because social media data is relatively easily available. 

 
Instead of searching for “spoken-like” and “written-like” features,  
linguists and media scholars increasingly approach social media as  

   1) a new form of communication in its own right  
   2) as a news source.



News values (Bednarek 2016)

NEWS VALUE FEATURES IN LANGUAGE

Consonance adherence to common values, comments on the typicality of events or 
phenomena

Eliteness References to status, interactions involving public figures

Impact References and assessment of significance

Negativity/
positivity

Descriptions of events as negative or positive, evaluative language, descriptive 
lexis

Personalisation the ‘everyman’ perspective

Proximity geographic or cultural

Superlativeness Intensifiers, quantifiers, comparisons

Timeliness Recency over history

Unexpectedness The more shocking the better!





Speech the media sound bite

Tweet

The public

the media

selects

reports

A tweet is the perfect soundbite:  

- produced by the politician or their team  
(= not controlled by the media) 

- reaches the target audience directly 

- signal boost by the media and from audience retweets 

- long enough to make a statement, short enough to maintain  
deliberate lack of clarity

retweets



The unique new feature  
of social media engagement  
is the potential for direct  
public interaction with  

a) other public figures  
b) institutions  
c) private citizens  
 



Landert and Jucker (2011)

Digital social media are transforming the traditional dynamic between  
context and linguistic practices.



On Twitter, politicians can be visible (public context), discuss important  
issues (non-private topics) — and use very informal language (language of 
immediacy) 

Because this is unusual, there is a cognitive dissonance at work.

Important topic is discussed in public formal and distant language

informal and immediate languagepersonal topic is discussed in private

Edited, prepared, considered, long complicated words, 
long and complex sentences, lack of colloquial features,  
serious, old-fashioned

Spontaneous, quick response, simple language, spoken- 
like features, humour, youthful



Important topic is discussed in public informal and immediate language

Interpretation 1 

Speaker is genuine, honest,  
tells the truth, “is just like me”

Interpretation 2 

Speaker is uncouth, uneducated,  
brings shame to the institutions  
of politics

HOWEVER

There is no reason 
to think that the 
speaker would not  
use this to their  
advantage.  
 
Informal language  
can be dishonest  
and it can be used  
by a well-educated  
speaker for a 
specific reason  

Spontaneous, quick response, simple language, spoken- 
like features, humour, youthful



New interactions and dynamics

Washington Post 7 March, 2017

Via Twitter, politicians can publicly interact  
with the media and the public in real-time.  
 
This imports the problems of the rapidly  
accelerating digital news cycle into politics:  
 
Politician, including powerful decision- 
makers and leaders, can and will make  
public mistakes and errors of judgement. 

 
Depending on the politician, this can erode  
public trust in institutions and raise  
concerns over stability and direction.





Internet savvy: Ted Cruz

Old fashioned: Bernie Sanders Disciplined: Hillary Clinton

Full sentences

Correct punctuation

Always on message

Hyperlinks

#Hashtags
Quick to respond

Ceases the moment

Multimedia



Compared to most other  
politicians, Bernie Sanders  
primarily tweets in full  
sentences and almost always  
about serious timely issues. 

Bernie’s message is clear,  
but his tweets do not tick  
many boxes when it comes  
to news values. 

 
His language is always quite  
formal (distance), as one  
would expect from a  
seasoned politician.  



Leading politicians’ Twitter use is a part of a comprehensive media strategy 

The content, language and timing of tweets is carefully crafted to convey  
the right message. 



TRUMP



➤ Trump’s tweets 

➤ Donald Trump started tweeting on 4 May, 2009 

➤ To date, 32,000+ tweets; roughly 528,000 words 

➤ Trump tweets at an average rate of 11 tweets per day 

➤ Trump has 26 million followers 

➤ Trump himself follows 46 twitter accounts 

➤ Twitter was clearly one of the keys to Trump’s success in the 
2016 election



Be sure to tune in and watch Donald Trump on Late Night with David Letterman as he presents the Top Ten List tonight! 

Donald Trump will be appearing on The View tomorrow morning to discuss Celebrity Apprentice and his new book Think Like A Champion! 

Donald Trump reads Top Ten Financial Tips on Late Show with David Letterman: http://tinyurl.com/ooafwn - Very funny! 

New Blog Post: Celebrity Apprentice Finale and Lessons Learned Along the Way: http://tinyurl.com/qlux5e 

"My persona will never be that of a wallflower - I’d rather build walls than cling to them" --Donald J. Trump 

Miss USA Tara Conner will not be fired - "I've always been a believer in second chances." says Donald Trump 

Listen to an interview with Donald Trump discussing his new book, Think Like A Champion: http://tinyurl.com/qs24vl 

"Strive for wholeness and keep your sense of wonder intact." --Donald J. Trump http://tinyurl.com/pqpfvm 

"When the achiever achieves, it's not a plateau, it‚Äôs a beginning." --Donald J. Trump http://tinyurl.com/pqpfvm 

"Don‚t be afraid of being unique - it's like being afraid of your best self." --Donald J. Trump http://tinyurl.com/pqpfvm 

"We win in our lives by having a champion's view of each moment." --Donald J. Trump http://tinyurl.com/pqpfvm 

"...these days...we could all use a little of the power of Trumpative thinking." ‚ÄìBarnesandNoble.com http://tinyurl.com/pqpfvm 

"Always know you could be on the precipice of something great." --Donald J. Trump http://tinyurl.com/pqpfvm 

Read a great interview with Donald Trump that appeared in The New York Times Magazine: http://tinyurl.com/qsx4o6 

"Keep it fast, short and direct - whatever it is." --Donald J. Trump http://tinyurl.com/pqpfvm 

Don't forget to enter the "Think Like A Champion" signed book and keychain contest: http://www.trumpthinklikeachampion.com/contest 

Did you know Donald Trump is on Facebook? http://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump - Become a fan today! 

"Your higher self is in direct opposition to your comfort zone." --Donald J. Trump http://tinyurl.com/pqpfvm

TRUMP’S FIRST TWEETS in 2009

http://tinyurl.com/pqpfvm


Announced candidacy 16 June, 2015

Retweet by Trump 
Original tweet by Trump

Trump retweets by source during presidential campaign



Tweet by Trump (Android) 
Tweet by staff (iphone) 
Tweet by staff (web client)

Trump tweets by source during presidential campaign



Trump latest tweets Monday  
morning 6 March, 2017

Messages to supporters

Conspiracy tweets

Taunts



Tweet by Trump (Android) 
Tweet by staff (iphone) 
Tweet by staff (web client)



➤ We can analyse president Trump’s — or any other politician’s 
— language for typical features, recurring patterns and 
idiosyncratic expressions 

➤ These traits do not tell us about the person 

➤ Politicians frequently “dumb down” their language 

➤ Just consider the language of top politicians in light of 
their sociolinguistic parameters 

➤ Repetition and parallelism, doublespeak, and obfuscation of 
pronominal references are deliberate strategic and rhetorical 
devices in political language



The word cloud of Trump’s 32,000 tweets highlights the main topics. 

Some words like “thank” and “thanks” or the names of major rivals  
and opponents are quite predictable. 

But what should we make of words like “smart”, “wait”, “needs” or 
“record”?



302 hits



Nearly every one of Trump’s 
290 uses of wait occur in the 
phrases “can’t wait to see” or 
“can’t wait till”. 

This is a good example of the  
importance of reading “big”  
data in context: both can’t 
and  
wait could be read as negative  
linguistic choices, but taken  
together they actually deliver  
a positive message!



Nearly every use of “needs” has either  
“America” or “country” as subject. 
 
The first person plural possessive  
pronouns aligns the speaker with  
the reader as “us” and indicates joint  
possession of “country”.  
 
“Need” is a strong verb that indicates  
urgency. “Our country needs Trump”  
suggests a solution to an urgent  
problem.



Trump refers to a variety of  
different “records”, 296 
times to be exact. 

This is a very typical topos  
on Trump’s language and,  
arguably, his personal  
ideology: life is a 
competition, it’s about  
winners and losers, about  
making records and being  
the best.





The previous slides also demonstrate another important feature of Trump’s  
rhetoric, also evident in his speeches. 

Trump has a very strong tendency to end sentences and tweets with a 
negative word. In tweets this is often a single word sentence, highlighted 
further by en exclamation mark.



Repetition of key phrases over sustained periods of time establishes 
semantic prosody.  
 
Because semantic prosody primarily functions on the level of lexical 
co-occurrence, it is important to use the same words in repeated  
patterns rather than using synonyms.



Repeated phraseologies become firmly associated with the idiolect of 
a particular speaker. This may be unintentional — or intentional.  
 



One of Trump’s key strategies is to viciously ridicule and taunt his 
‘enemies’.  

Repetitive use of ‘Trumpisms’ is one of his key strategies for 
accomplishing this. 

When seemingly juvenile insults come from a highly visible, seemingly 
successful and powerful public figure, they acquire a new importance.  









Seen on a timeline, the name-calling is revealed to be systematic and 
coordinated.  

Trump uses a ** name repeatedly to establish an association between the 
** and the name… 



Another key feature of Trump’s 
language is the use of superlatives 
and intensifiers. 

Trump uses words like ‘very’, 
‘most’, ‘best’, ’total’, ‘totally’, 
‘complete’ and ‘completely’ at  
significantly higher frequencies  
than other politicians.  

very      1142 hits (2.13/1000 words) 

COCA Spoken        2.53/1000 words 

COCA newsp.        0.64/1000 words  



'Total" is one of Trump's favourite 
words, a keyword in linguistic 
terms.  

Trump uses 'total' more than ten 
times more often than the average 
speaker does, and more than three 
times more often than newspapers.  

total       280 hits (0.52/1000 words) 

COCA Spoken        0.05/1000 words 

COCA newsp.        0.15/1000 words  
 



Trump frames his arguments as absolute statements: something is 
either the best or the worst. Negativity and superlativeness.  



➤ In conclusion 

➤ Twitter is a powerful medium for political opinion-making 
and manufacture of consent 

➤ The language of (political) tweeting is still developing, but 
by analysing winning strategies we can predict where the 
medium is going 

➤ The analysis of political tweeting requires comprehensive 
datasets: full tweet streams with complete metadata. 

➤ We need more research on tweeting. We need it bigly.
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